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All welcome
at annual
Waimea
Hamfest

Pascal offers Raspberry Pi basics

BIARC meets at 2 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 9, at the
Keaau Community Center



Waimea Hamfest memories, above and below, courtesy of
BIARC photographers.
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Steve Milner, WH6N
(For more info, contact him
at wh6n@arrl.net)



Say the folks at
Raspberry Pi
headquarters:

“Our mission is to put
the power of computing
and digital making into
the hands of people all
over the world. We do
this so that more people
are able to harness the power of computing and digital
technologies for work, to solve problems that matter to them,
and to express themselves creatively.”
(https://www.raspberrypi.org/)

Memo in triplicate



Aloha,
Pascal ac7n

The
President's
Paragraphs

Pascal Nelson, AC7N.



BIARC Meeting Minutes
Saturday, January 12, 2019

Leslie D. Hittner, Secretary



Now open in Hilo
Honolulu's big battery store, Battery

Bill's, has opened a branch in Hilo at 76
Keaa Street, behind Hilo Mazda and
across the street from the Fire/Rescue
Station. Stop by and meet operator
Danny Baldwin and his son, Isaac.

Hours: 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday. Phone: 498-0698.

(www.batterybill.com)

Welcome to new licensees Mohica, Pahio



Big Island
Tech License

course
schedule for

2019
Doug Wilson has

announced the year's
free amateur radio
Technician License
courses. The six-week
classes include five
training sessions, with
licensing exams given
on the final week.

The starting dates
are: 6:30 p.m. Feb. 8
at Aupuni Center,
Hilo; March 14, West
Hawaii Civic Center,
Kona; May 23,
Waimea (TBA); Oct.
17, Keaau Community
Center. (Due to a
scheduling conflict,
the Discovery Harbor
classes in Ka'u have
been changed to the
following dates: April
19, 26; May 3, 10, 17,
24.)

The classes are free,
with the normal $15
testing fee to ARRL,
whose volunteer VEs
(volunteer examiners)
conduct the testing
for the Federal
Communications
Commission. As
always, current
licensees wanting to
upgrade also may
take tests for
advanced licenses at
that time. To register
for the Tech training
classes, or for more
info, contact Doug,
KH7DQ, at
douscelle@aol.com.

Education



Attend MIT radio talks,
courtesy of Internet

The MIT Radio Society (W1MX)
and the Department of Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science
(EECS) are hosting a series of public
lectures on "everything radio." The
lectures, presented by academics and
industry professionals, will be held
every Tuesday at 5:30 PM ET in
Building 3, Room 270. Sessions will
also be live-streamed via YouTube,
courtesy of MIT Student Cable
(January 8 lecture) and archived.

Each self-contained talk will
address a different facet of radio,
ranging from modulation,
propagation, and Amateur Radio, to
radar, radio astronomy, space-based
applications, and cellular and 5G

technology.
No prior experience with radio is necessary. All are

welcome to attend individual lectures or the entire
series. The schedule and speakers list is on the EECS
Independent Activities Period (IAP) page, under the
Radio Technology, History, and Applications tab (click
"Expand All" to view). For more information, contact
Daniel Sheen, KC1EPN.



Aloha Chapter
of 10-10 International

Local hams active on 10-meters
encourage amateur radio licensees at
all levels to join in the fun.

[More info on the world of Ten-Ten
is available on Facebook and at
https://www.ten-ten.org]



The latest General-class Question Pool,
effective July 1, has been released

The National Conference of Volunteer Examiner Coordinators
(NCVEC) Question Pool Committee has released the 2019 - 2023
FCC Element 3 General Class Question Pool into the public domain.
The 2019 - 2023 General Class (Element 3) Question
Pool is available in Word, ASCII text, and PDF
versions. The new Question Pool is effective for
Element 3 exams administered on or after July 1,
2019. On January 6, the Question Pool Committee
also released a revised diagram Figure G7-1 (PDF)
(JPG), as part of the new Element 3 Question Pool. -- Thanks to
NCVEC Question Pool Committee

ARRL Board issues statement on Amateur Radio Parity Act









SRTTY and FT8
successfully

coexist in 2019
ARRL RTTY Roundup

Coordinators are pleased that RTTY and FT8
successfully shared spectrum during the ARRL RTTY
Roundup over the Jan. 5-6 weekend. The event saw a
dramatic uptick from last year in the number of logs
submitted, noted ARRL Contest Branch Manager Bart
Jahnke, W9JJ.

"The 30th running of the ARRL RTTY Roundup is
now in the books," Jahnke said. "All indications are
that the event -- in both RTTY and other digital
categories -- gained significant additional attention and
increased popularity with the inclusion of FT8 in the
digital lineup." Jahnke said
digital operating experience
gained through the RTTY
Roundup should benefit
participants in VHF contests,
where WSJT-X protocols such as
JTx, MSK144, and FT8 continue
to gain popularity as a means to
work hard-to-reach grids beyond
the usual 400-mile tropo-scatter
range, and for slower activity
periods.

The inclusion of FT8 for the
first time in the RTTY Roundup had generated
considerable pre-contest debate, but when all was said
and done, many stations tended to operate one mode
or the other, although some took advantage of both
(and perhaps of other digital modes), judging from
logs posted on the 3830 scores website.

The RTTY Roundup came close on the heels of the
inaugural FT8 Roundup over the first weekend in
December, which was deemed a success (it was the
first-ever contest for the winner -- only licensed for 2
years -- and for one other Top 10 finisher).

Alex Panoiu, YO9HP, in Romania, said he was
initially hesitant about the idea of mixing RTTY and
FT8, but he set up for both modes anyway. "Definitely
in the first hours, the rates were three times higher in
RTTY compared to FT8," he said in his 3830scores
comments. "But later, when less 'fresh meat' was
available in RTTY and propagation became marginal,
FT8 became interesting. I noticed that most of the calls
worked in FT8 never appeared in my RTTY log." He
logged 369 digital contacts and 639 RTTY contacts.

The WW4LL Multi-Single, High Power team made

about one-third of its contacts using
digital modes. J42L, operating Multi-
Single, Low Power from SV2DCD,
avoided RTTY altogether, logging 535
digital contacts.

FT8 co-developer Joe Taylor, K1JT,
operating Single
Operator Unlimited,
Low Power, used only
FT8, logging 585
contacts. He noted
"close to zero" inter-
mode interference
between RTTY and
FT8 signals.

NCJ Digital
Contesting Editor Ed
Muns, W0YK, said he
was very impressed

with how the first RTTY Roundup to
permit FT8 worked out.

"FT8 has significant advantages for a
much larger group of contest
participants who are constrained by
geography, housing limitations, solar
conditions, power, and noise," Muns
said. "The amazing explosive growth
of FT8 activity since its introduction in
mid-2017 also means that there are
many more participants for all of us to
work in contests."

Muns said he initially didn't believe
that RTTY and FT8 could coexist in
the same contest.
"Of course, like many things we can

debate ad infinitum, a little bit of
actual experience goes a long way to
inform our [preconceived notions],"
he added.

"I'm very impressed with how it all
worked out."



Factoids on fulfillment

According to the Harvard Grant & Glueck Study, which tracked more than 700
participants over the course of 75 years, the key to long-term happiness and fulfillment
comes down to a single factor: the quality of our relationships.

The root of happiness is not money, fame, or good looks — it’s the people we choose to
surround ourselves with and how well we nurture our relationships with them, the
researchers have concluded.

Robert Waldinger, director of the Harvard Study of Adult Development, explained that:
“The clearest message that we get from this 75-year study is this: Good relationships keep
us happier and healthier. Period.”

73 aloha


